
“…the study finds that sasfacon with baery performance is by far the least 
  sasfying aspect of smartphones.”  – JD Powers & Associates  March 15, 2012

Test baeries with rated capacies
from 700-1,800 mAh

Mobile phone users have been asking for baery
tesng at the storefront. They want a clear
assessment to end uncertaines. "Do I have a
weak baery or a faulty device" they wonder?

QuickSort™ seles this uncertainty once and
for all. Baery validaon sets realisc expectaons
while building customer confidence, enhancingwhile building customer confidence, enhancing
sasfacon and increasing profit margin. 

Simplicity makes the Cadex C5100 ideal for
storefront service. Minimal training is required.
The RigidArm™ allows easy interface with the
baery. The Boost program acvates baeries
that have gone to sleep.

Takes advantage of our proprietary
electrochemical dynamic response
technology

Includes newer chemistries used in 
modern mobile phones

Baeries are blamed for most problems on mobile phones, and with 6 million
in global use, many baery packs are replaced by error or by no-fault-found.
Storefront baery tesng rises to a new level with QuickSort™ 2. 

Keep Your Customers Sasfied

Increased Capacity Range

Supports Most Li-ion Chemistries

Improved Technology

QuickSort™ classifies the health of
baeries in under 30 seconds

Service begins by pressing Test, Charge or Cycle

Storefront Battery Testing:
Now with QuickSort™ 2

Good - 80% and higher; can be reused
Low -   70 to 80%; should be replaced
Poor -  70% and less; discard
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Storefront Battery Testing:
Now with QuickSort™ 2

Oponal BaeryStore™ soware enables
recording and exporng test results.

Measuring internal resistance alone no longer provides
reliable health esmaons; modern Li-ion baeries
keep low resistance with age.  

QuickSort™ is based on electrochemical dynamic
response that evaluates the overall baery health.
The baeries can be tested while parally charged.
If too low, the analyzer will apply a charge and testIf too low, the analyzer will apply a charge and test
the baery again. Sort accuracy  is ~90% over a 
broad range of Li-ion systems. QuickSort 2 is 
tolerant to a broad range of cathode materials
and accommodates most Li-ion systems. 

Full-charge does not guarantee a full runme. 
While a mobile phone close to a cellular tower
runs longer before recharge, capacity loss through
use and aging also affects the talk-me. The 
full-charge indicaon only shows that the baery
is charged; it does not reveal energy storage 
capability. In fact, a faded baery charges quickercapability. In fact, a faded baery charges quicker
than a good because there is less to fill. 

Baery tesng discloses if a shorter than expected
talk-me is caused by a faded baery, poor 
coverage or a faulty device. Knowing the reason
reduces frivolous baery replacement that costs
companies millions of dollars. 

QuickSort™ 2: New Technology at Work

The Fuel Gauge Fallacy

Capacity and resistance of modern 
Li-ion when cycled over me

Customers who purchase a new C5100 stand-alone
or bundle will automacally receive QuickSort 2. 
Customers who have previously purchased these 
products may purchase a Firmware Upgrade Kit that
includes an upgraded RigidArm Universal Adapter, 
USB Cable and QuickSort 2 firmware.

QuickSort™ 2 Availability
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